
 

A personal pronoun stands for the one speaking (first person), the one spoken to (second person), 
or the one spoken about (third person). 

FIRST PERSON  I,me,my,mine,we, us, our, ours

SECOND PERSON you, your, yours

THIRD PERSON he, him, his, she, her, hers, it, its, they, them, their, theirs

EXAMPLE Your kind words cheered him. [While the antecedents of the personal 
pronouns Your and him do not appear in the sentence, they are understood. 
Your stands for the one spoken to, and him stands for the one spoken 
about.]

EXERCISE A  Underline each personal pronoun in the following sentences. Then, draw an arrow 
from the personal pronoun to its antecedent. Some sentences have more than one personal pronoun.

Example Leo, your time may be the most valuable thing you can donate! [your and 
you stand for 
1.Leo, Leo is the antecedent of your and you]

1. Many teens volunteer their time to worthy causes. [What noun does their stand for?]

2. Lonny volunteers at an animal shelter. He grooms the dogs. 

3. Does Alfredo teach songs to the children at his church? 

4. At the local hospital, Nina helps the nurses; she does simple chores for them. 

5. Search the Internet for ideas. It lists volunteer programs in many cities.

EXERCISE B Write an appropriate personal pronoun on the blank in each of the following 
sentences.

Example 1.  My mother and I found these quartz crystals. We discovered them in a 
riverbed near our home. [We can stand for both antecedents, mother and I.]
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6. Kim rehearsed______lines. [What personal pronoun can be used in place of Kim?]

7. When______gets windy, the weather almost seems to invite us to fly kites. 

8. “Mira,” he said, “this book must belong to you. It has______name on it.” 

9. Arthur wants to raise the seat of his bicycle. Can you lend______a wrench? 

10. “______built this radio all by myself!” Marta piped up.

  

            Reflexive and Intensive Pronouns 

                 _________________________________________________________________

A reflexive pronoun stands for the subject of the sentence and is required in order for the sentence 
to make sense. An intensive pronoun stresses its antecedent and is not required in order for the 
sentence to make sense. Reflexive and intensive pronouns end with the suffix –self or –selves.

REFLEXIVE PRONOUN Teresa reminded herself to lock the door. [Herself stands for the 
subject Teresa and completes the meaning of the sentence.]

INTENSIVE PRONOUN Teresa herself locked the door. [Herself stresses Teresa. Herself is 
not required for the sentence to make sense.]

TIP To decide whether a pronoun is reflexive or intensive, rewrite the sentence and leave out the      
pronoun. If the sentence still makes sense, the pronoun is intensive.

EXAMPLE I myself  fixed it. [I fixed it makes sense. Myself is an intensive pronoun.] I
fixed it by myself. [I fixed it by does not make sense. Myself is a reflexive 
pronoun.]

EXERCISE C Read the following sentences, and decide whether the underlined pronoun is 
reflexive or intensive. On the line provided, write REF if the pronoun is reflexive or INT if the 
pronoun is intensive.
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Example  REF 1. The campers warmed themselves at the campfire. [Without themselves,
the sentence does not make sense. Therefore, themselves is reflexive.]

_____11. You should treat yourself to a nap. [Does the sentence make sense without yourself?] 

_____12. The principal herself made the final decision.

 _____13. Did the puppy enjoy itself during the outing to the park?

 _____14. After I finished the story, I found myself laughing out loud. 

_____15. Uncle Eric himself planned the model train layout.
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Answer Keys:

EXERCISE A 

1. Many teens volunteer their time to worthy causes. 

2. Lonny volunteers at an animal shelter. He grooms the dogs. 

3. Does Alfredo teach songs to the children at his church? 

4. At the local hospital, Nina helps the nurses; she does simple chores for them. 

5. Search the Internet for ideas. It lists volunteer programs in many cities.

EXERCISE B 

(Answers may vary.)

6. her 9. him

7. it is 10. I

8. your

EXERCISE C

11. REF 14. REF 

12. INT 15. INT 

13. REF
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